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haps more convenient to measure the cement after it has been emptied from the original package. In any case the engineer should decide which method he proposes to adopt, and reveal this decision in the specifications themselves. It is not sufficient to say that one barrel of cement shall be used for so many barrels of sand, thinking thus to have the cement measured in the original package, since American cement is commonly delivered in sacks, and to get it into a barrel it would require the measurement of the cement in a loose condition. One barrel or four bags of cement may be taken as equal to four cubic feet in volume. The following specification for the making of cement mortar is satisfactory in every respect, except that it does not indicate whether the cement is to be measured in the original package, or in a loose condition.
Mortar shall be composed of one measure of cement and two measures of sand, and shall be mixed on a tight platform as follows: One measure of sand shall be evenly distributed on the platform ; and one measure of cement shall be distributed on the sand, and a second measure of sand shall be distributed on the cement. The sand and cement shall then be thoroughly mixed in a dry state, being turned over with shovels until this is accomplished. Water shall then be added in a sufficient quantity to convert the sand and cement into a mortar which will stand in a pile and not be fluid enough to flow. During the application of the water the mass must be constantly turned with shovels, so that the mortar will be of uniform consistency.
O. B.
For determining proportions of cement and sand the following specifications of the Boston Water Works is recommended:
In preparing mortar and concrete, the cement, sand and stone shall be mixed in the proportions by volume herein specified. The cement shall be measured when so compacted that 300 pounds of dry natural cement or 380 pounds of dry Portland cement have a Volume of 3.6 cubic feet. The sand and stone shall be measured when not packed more closely than by throwing them in the usual way into a barrel or box.
128. Cement Concrete. * Cement concrete is usually composed of cement mortar as described in the previous article, mixed with broken stone. It may, however, be composed of cement mortar mixed with gravel. K gravel can be procured free from earthy matter, varying in size from coarse sand to
*For complete specifications for a Concrete and Steel  Bridge, by  Edwin Thatcher see Engineering News, September 21,1890, p. 184.

